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The Writing Process



In order to write a paper/thesis/proposal/. . .

You must:
I Have something to say;

I Know what it is;
Now, all you need to do is,

I Decide who your reader is.
I Tell your reader what you want to say; don’t let them

guess.
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Phases of writing

The process is often divided into these phases:
1. “Prewriting”
2. Writing.
3. Revision
4. Editing
5. Proofreading



1. Of course, following S. Peyton Jones, you have been writing all along. This section is about turning your

research into a document you can submit as a paper, a proposal, an end of year report, etc.



Stage 1: “Prewriting”

Before turning your research into a document you can “submit”
to somebody, you must decide:

I What is your aim.
I What type of document you are writing.
I What is it you want to say.
I Who is your audience.
I Where should it be submitted (if appropriate).

Good discipline to write this down.



Deciding your audience

Primary audience: The research community who you feel
would benefit or be interested in your work.

Secondary audience: e.g. reviewers, other readers of the
journal you have chosen.

Immediate audience: Could be someone specific you imagine
you are speaking to, e.g. your supervisor, a
colleague you respect.



The importance of the audience

You need to think carefully about the research community you
want to communicate with.

I Where do they publish? Can you publish there?
I What can you assume they know? What do they care

about?
I How familiar will they be with your approach?
I Is it a strongly theoretical community (you better get the

proofs correct)?
I Is is a strongly empirical community (your experimental

results must be sound, controlled, and repeatable).



Exercise: Write those down for your COMP80142 writing
piece



Audience for 80142 writing piece

Primary audience: Computer scientists with an interest in your
field, but not necessarily experts.

Secondary audience: Your writing feedback group.
Immediate audience: Your supervisor.

Don’t make it more technical than can be understood by this
group.



Stage 2: The writing phase

You need to write the damn thang. How to do this?

I am now going to show you something which is absolutely
terrifying to many people.
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Some ideas

Start at the easiest part: Leave the intro, abstract, conclusions
for last. Start with the part you know the best,
your work.

Make a plan starting from the structure of the document: Write
down the key ideas within each section. Start to
order them into a rough outline/story line.

Stepwise refining outline: Some people write an outline and
repeatedly refine it until it is practically prose.

Free writing: Some people just start to write. I am such a
person. Once I have a broad outline, I imagine I
am giving a talk and take dictation.



Producing a draft

Flesh it out Start to dress your outline with text.
Write quickly

I Do not worry about style, spelling, grammar,
etc.

I Warning: do not get distracted by formatting,
producing figures, etc.

I Leave blanks with notes of what needs to be
added.

No excuses Write, write, write. Then write some more.



Other thoughts

Go offline: Email and social network sites can be a big
distraction. Shut them down during writing
periods.

Follow a schedule: Decide when you are going to write, and
stick with it.



Stage 3: Take a break!

After you have a complete draft,
I Put it aside.
I Without this break, it is hard to distinguish what you meant

to say from what you actually said.
I Then start revising.



Stage 4: Revising

I Read it straight through, as if you were an independent
reader.

I Work on the content and the structure? Have you told the
reader what you are doing? Have you introduced concepts
in the appropriate order?

I Is the research complete? Any holes?
I Are there the appropriate linking sentences, explaining the

structure to the reader?
I Get opinions of others. If you are not a native English

speaker, find one to read it and give you feedback.

You may have to go back to the prewriting stage and iterate
again.



Stage 5: Editing and proofreading

I Check all data, equations, and results for accuracy.

I Review grammar and word usage.
I Shorten it. Remove empty words, phrases and sentences

which say nothing (I guarantee there will be some). For
every sentence ask yourself, does it need to be there?
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Paper Structure



Deciding the structure of the document

I A part of the prewriting phase.
I Depends greatly on type and purpose.
I Some documents have an obvious structure

Example: Grant proposal in response to a call with
published assessment criteria.

I I often organise the proposal around the
assessment criteria.

I How cynical.

Short research papers: Often have a conventional
structure.
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Typical structure for a research paper

I Title
I Abstract
I Introduction
I Background and Previous Work (could be separate)
I The “meat” sections

I Sometimes: Materials and Methods, and Results.
I Sometimes: sections on the new methods, followed by

Evaluation or Empirical Validation.
I Discussion or Conclusions.
I References.
I Appendices (if necessary)



Title: Already discussed by Josh.
Abstract: Also discussed by Josh. Some common

mistakes:
I It is just another introduction.
I Reluctance to reveal the results, to maintain

suspense.

I will discuss a few other sections.



Introduction - what must be said

Every paper must answer
1. What is the problem;
2. Why is it important; or what could be done were it solved

which cannot be done now?
3. Why is it unsolved; why are the current solutions

incomplete?
4. What is it that allows you to contribute to the solution?

Points 1-3 must be addressed at the earliest opportunity (e.g.
the introduction). All must be explicitly addressed. Don’t make
the reader guess.



Why you need to say so much so early

Less technical

Main research

More technical

Less technical

More technical

More readers

Fewer readers

Title, abstract, introduction, 
conclusion

Your paper Your readership

(After Renate Schmidt after Turk and Kirkman (1982))



Establishing the context of your work

I An important function of the background section is to
establish the context of your work.

I Where does it fit in to a larger body of work being carried
out by a community of researchers.



One of the keys to have your work noticed is to work on a
problem:

I Of active interest to a community of researchers.
I Express it in their language and notation (even if you think

that is not ideal).
I Be wary of communities who are very small, closed,

self-referencing. Try to link to work outside that group, too.



Great works ignore this rule

I Works of the greatest impact sometimes addressed
questions which no one was thinking about.

I Examples of this are few.



Exercise: Write down the audience for your work outside the
School of Computer Science. Who are the community of
researchers you are aiming at and how does your work fit in?



References

Golden rule 2: Don’t cite anything you haven’t read. Errors
propagate by people reciting what they think a
work says.

Be systematic at recording all references you looked at: Even
it if doesn’t look relevant now. Don’t waste time
looking for something you already found. Write it
your notebook, or use an on-line tool (Mendeley,
Evernote, browser favorites).
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